Title: Ref-011 Drafting Standard (Issue 2 Revision 1)

TAMS new Ref-011 Drafting Standard (Issue 2 Revision 1) for Civil and Landscape summary drawings comes into effect from 01 April 2014. We request that all Civil and Landscape WAE submissions for works tendered after 01 April 2014 meet this drafting standard, as per the requirements for WAE submissions spelled out in page 9 of the TAMS Ref-08 document (Requirements for WAE quality records).

Please find below the link to download the new standard documents, templates and standard files.


Please note that the new Ref-11 standard documentation comprises a drafting standard for the drafting of civil and landscape summary drawings, however does not supersede the old REF-11 documentation for TCD’s (Ref-11 Issue 1 Rev 0, 1st August 2006). Any TCD design or WAE drawings submitted to TAMS must still comply with old REF-11 standard until this revision is updated at a future time.
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